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Its getting better all the time…  
 
 
 
NATTA - Network for Alternative Technology and Technology Assessment, Dec 2017 

 

…and costs falling 

 

and storage arriving… 

52MWh Tesla pack with PV in Hawaii  
 

with output rising…. as CFs head for 54% 
factord factors improve   
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Renew 2017 

Annual Review of progress on renewables 
 

2017 started well, with renewable costs having fallen to an all time low (see below), and 
progress continued throughout the year.   
 

 
 

https://c1cleantechnicacom-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/files/2016/12/1-75pCVZqFXs0HehgOjdbQvQ.png 

In with the new…  
Our emphasis in this review is on a new technology and new developments. Progress on specific 
generation technologies is important and, as we report, has continued for wind and solar, as well 
as others e.g. tidal. As ever there are many new generation ideas emerging at all scales. 
However, some of the emphasis in the energy innovation field has shifted to wider system 
management and optimisation - where there are many opportunities for innovation: 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/eight-areas-of-electricity-innovation-to-watch-in-2017 
Storage has become a major issue. Between 2010 and 2015, the cost of lithium-ion batteries 
declined by 65% and cost reductions have continued since then, while battery storage’s use for 
electricity expected to reach 250 GW by 2030, from just 1 GW today, according to IRENA. 
Battery storage in individual homes linked to roof-top PV is getting popular, but may have its 
limitations: it cannot realistically store more than a few MWh, only enough for limited amount of 
power overnight. However, the batteries, if grid-linked, can play a role as part of a distributed 
storage system, reducing demand on the grid at peak demand times. Larger storage systems 
meanwhile can help when there are long lulls in renewable inputs. We look at what’s on offer. 
But batteries certainly got pushed this year: ‘A battery will do for the electricity supply chain 
what refrigeration did to our food supply chain,’ said an MIT Prof: http://grist.org/climate-
energy/the-future-will-be-battery-powered/ Though PV solar also got pushed hard - with massive 
cost reductions… and some see the combination as a winner. Well maybe. But wind still has the 
edge and it’s all moving very fast, offshore too… so anything could happen, as our review 
illustrates. While our focus on new technologies is mainly on the supply side and balancing, we 
also look briefly at energy saving issues and transport applications, two key areas e.g. in 
emission terms.  
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Energy revolutions 
In the 1970s coal still dominated most places, with 
gas being banned for use for power generation in the 
EU and hardly used for anything in the USA. 
Nuclear tried to step in but didn’t get very far. But 
then came power market liberalisation and 
privatisation in the UK and then elsewhere, with 
gas sweeping the board, even eventually in the US, 
with shale gas helping. Meantime renewables had 
begun to break through, wind initially, then PV 
solar, now PV and batteries. See chart right. 
At each stage, the incumbents dismissed the challengers as irrelevant: gas could never beat coal  
plants, wind was just silly, solar insane. We are still at it. Some say solar can beat wind. But 
sometimes the new isn’t always better that the old. PV plus batteries may not be better than big 
grid-linked wind, though, in system terms, we probably need both. Beware simplified views! And 
also overhyped projections. Storage has suffered from that this year, leading to some messes: e.g. 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Redflow-halts-delivery-of-residential-flow-batteries and 
http://powersource.post-gazette.com/powersource/companies/2017/03/08/Energy-storage-company-
Aquion-Energy-files-for-Chapter-11-bankruptcy-Pittsburgh-sodium-ion/stories/201703080186 
It is hard though to overhype the need for improved grids, as the World Economic Forum has 
noted: www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/03/4-ways-to-unleash-the-electricity-grid-of-the-future/ With 
supergrids being the next big thing: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/04/rethinking-the-
future-of-sustainability-the-power-of-a-global-super-grid.html Long distance HVDC balancing links… 
It’s also hard not to agree with this bleak view of the global nuclear industry - it’s mostly in crisis: 
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988749/terminal_decline_fukushima_anniversary_marks_nuc
lear_industrys_deepening_crisis.html See our report below -  
it continues to look mostly tragic. Fossil CCS too - though 
not all agree: www.powermag.com/norwegian-ccs-boss-ccs-is-
not-bs/ By contrast, the renewables revolution is clearly 
gathering pace, with, as ever, some dramatic news ideas 
emerging - like airborne wind systems with kites deployed 
from bases off shore, as proposed by Dutch company 
Ampyx Power (see right). E.ON is getting into it. Whatever 
next! That may be a step too far, but there’s no shortage of 
change in all fields, as we report below, e.g. the rise of EVs: www.rethinkx.com/transportation 
and P2G/hydrogen: www.carboncommentary.com/blog/2017/7/5/hydrogen-made-by-the-electrolysis-
of-water-is-now-cost-competitive-and-gives-us-another-building-block-for-the-low-carbon-economy And 
this may be the most important idea ever: www.sonnenseite.com/en/future/fertilizing-with-wind.html 

 

LUTs 2030 modelling assumes a vast 
expansion of renewables in the EU and 
elsewhere: www.neocarbonenergy.fi/ 
Some say they have over-done it! 
http://euanmearns.com/the-lappeenranta-
renewable-energy-model-is-it-realistic/ But see 
their update below: and even if its 
ambitious, it’s still the right direction of 
travel- and we’re making good progress. 

 

BNEF 
 

 
 

 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3008268/eon-sets-sights-
on-developing-airborne-kite-wind-power-technology 

From the wild to 
the wonderful…  
https://futurism.com/charging-
evs-with-solar-and-wind-is-
doable-with-the-new-giraffe-2-0/ 
https://medium.com/@cH2ange/g
raham-cooley-we-need-long-
term-large-scale-energy-storage-
solutions-b30f79f11f54 
  

 

 
 

..our annual 
Tech roundup  
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1. World overview   2TW of renewables and rising  
The story so far… growth everywhere 

 

 

China leads, at ~600GW so far, but the 
EU isn’t far behind, with some countries 
already exceeding their 2020 national 
renewable energy targets: see chart 
www.eea.europa.eu/publications/renewable-energy-

Global renewable 
capacity at the end 
of 2016- 2,006 GW 
www.irena.org/DocumentDownl
oads/Publications/IRENA_RE_C
apacity_Statistics_2017.pdf 

This IRENA data is 
all about electricity- 
but renewables can 
also supply heat. 
Solar already 
supplies over 420 
GW(th) - that’s more 
than nuclear 
electricity!    

 

The Energy Return on Energy 
Invested ratio for renewables is 
improving and, with no fuel inputs 
needed for wind etc., they are much 
higher than for nuclear. 80:1 for wind 
v 15:1 for nuclear. Moreover, a recent 
study claimed that the energy costs of 
mining & processing increasingly 
lower grade uranium ore will rise to 
overwhelm the energy gains. Thorium 
and Plutonium Breeder/reprocessing 
systems were, it said, similarly limited. 
  www.frugeo.co.uk/TYPESET_GLS4_Paper-1.pdf 
     

17% of EU 
electricity 
comes from 
renewables
es  

EU ~ 500GW so far 

All set for 2030 at low cost: http://reneweconomy.com.au/report-near-
total-renewable-energy-systems-cheaper-gas-2030/ 
 

IRENA 

EU 28 

Installed renewable electricity capacity 
(RES-E) doubled from 993 GW to 1,985 GW 
between 2005 and 2015, while total 
electricity use grew by only approx. 57% 
over the same time period. In 2015, for the 
first time over half of all newly installed 
power capacity was accounted for by 
renewable energy. That level of growth 
continued in 2016 & 2017, though with fall 
backs in PV solar in the EU due to FiT cuts.  
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 BP Annual Global Energy review 2017 

w
w

w
.bp.com

/content/dam
/bp/en/corporate/pdf/energy-econom

ics/statistical-review
-2017/bp-statistical-review

-of-w
orld-energy-2017-renew

able-energy.pdf 
‘Renewables were the fastest 
growing energy source in 2016’ 
with output rising ‘more than the 
decline in coal consumption’. 
 

Transitional issues There should be enough renewable output to meet all needs in time. 
But there may be sectorial conflicts at some stages: e.g. if it is used to make vehicle synfuel, e.g. 
via Power-to-Liquid conversion of wind/PV output + captured CO2, as well as from biomass (the 
sort of future BP no doubt would like). Given its high private transport market value, that may 
eat into what’s available for other uses, for power (including for EVs), heating & cooling. 
Certainly the latter two are key issues: www.euractiv.com/section/energy/news/eu-will-fail-paris-climate-
challenge-unless-it-tackles-heating-and-cooling/ There are also eco-issues with biofuels, and Euractiv 
suggests that the use of P2L synfuel may not be CO2 neutral. Debatable - and what about H2? 
www.euractiv.com/section/energy/opinion/a-reality-check-on-power-to-liquids-how-not-to-use-renewable-energy/ 
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REN 21 said ‘Primary energy intensity improved by 2.6% in 2015. Improvements were more 
marked in developing and emerging economies, most of which are still growing rapidly and have 
more efficiency potential remaining’. Well yes that’s important, but demand has to be cut in all 
sectors. A big ask. And just as important as ramping up renewables… though that may be easier. 
Certainly, however much energy waste we avoid, we’ll still need green supplies - our main focus. 

Investment in renewables continues to dominate globally, but fell in 2016 as did all energy investment 
But renewable costs have fallen, so new capacity, and the total percentage share, have still risen.  

www.ren21.net/gsr-2017 
Renewables supplied 24.5% of 
global electricity in 2016 and 
19.3% of all energy in 2015, 
despite a 2% increase in demand 

Renewables overall are growing a bit faster than demand, but not much. 
Wind and solar are doing better and much better than fossil/nuclear… 

To cut emissions and avoid nuclear, 
renewables need to accelerate even 
more, but demand also needs to be 
contained and reduced…   
 

REN21 
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USA: Renewables hit 20% of electric capacity   220GW 
 

Renewables supply ~16% of US electricity: still well behind many others… but capacity is growing   

 
    www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/dec-energy-infrastructure.pdf  
 2016… that’s actually ahead of the 2020 target for the 100% by 
2050 scenario produced by Jacobson at Stanford in 2015  

 
 

Above from www.vox.com/2015/6/9/8748081/us-100-percent-renewable-energy 
But some say anywhere near 100% isn’t viable. For example, too much storage would be needed: 
www.windtaskforce.org/profiles/blog/show?id=4401701%3ABlogPost%3A93690&xgs=1&xg_source=ms
g_share_post And anyway renewables can’t expand fast enough - so nuclear is needed: 
www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/we-need-nuclear-to-seriously-address-climate-
change_us_58935c71e4b0aa61e8f535a1 But nuclear has stalled in the USA, as in most places. While 
we are seeing rapid renewables expansion most everywhere… including in the USA.  
Though doubts persist: some say it should keep the nuclear and fossil/CCS options open: 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/california-100-percent-renewable-energy-law A recipe for inaction? 
Better to get stuck into solar and wind more - off shore included…  

 

..despite 
Trump and 
climate and 
energy 
contrarians. 
Though not all the 
sceptics points may 
be bad: the 1st US 
offshore wind 
project does seem 
very high price: 
www.windtaskforce.
org/profiles/blog/sho
w?id=4401701%3A
BlogPost%3A93718
&xgs=1&xg_source
=msg_share_post 

Pre-Trump snap shot 
https://energy.gov/eere/do
wnloads/revolutionnow-
2016-update 

The rest of the Americas 
Canada 97GW  
Mexico 18GW  
South  America  193GW  
led by Brazil at    123GW 
          Venezuela   15GW 
          Columbia    12GW  
          Argentia      10GW  
          Chile            10GW 
          Paraguay     9GW 
          Peru             5GW 
www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads
/Publications/IRENA_RE_Capacity_
Statistics_2017.pdf 

Some utility scale PV PPA prices 
now at $30/MWh (~$2/wac) most 
now using single-axis tracking: 
https://emp.lbl.gov/utility-scale-solar/ 
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China cuts emissions as renewables grow ~600GW 

 
 

China’s Coal phase out: www.mining.com/chinese-coal-phase-gathers-pace/ 
It aims to spend $750 bn on wind and solar by 2030 
http://reneweconomy.com.au/china-spend-us750-billion-wind-solar-energy-2030/ 
 

Leading all: www.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/articles/2017/08/23/as-trump-veers-us-offcourse-china-leads-on-climate-change.html 

Renewables push fossils to the margins ~500GW 

 
 

Renewables are now supplying more than 17%of EU energy overall and at times all the power 
needed in some EU countries, e.g. Denmark & Portugal. In Germany, low marginal cost wind 
and solar are pushing gas turbines out of the market at times - they can’t compete, as the chart for 
March shows. Wholesale prices sometimes fall to zero, with too much power sometimes also then 
being available - so its exported, or dumped. It would be better to convert it to hydrogen (and 
then methane) to use in gas plants when there are lulls in wind and solar - says Chris Goodhall: 
www.carboncommentary.com/blog/2017/3/2/cgb0bbx2uyubc858ubthhxegtd41n0 That’s underway…  
Capacity Leaders: Germany 106GW, Italy 52GW, Spain 48GW, France 45GW, UK 34GW - all in 2016 

  

China gets stuck in  
 

Most of blue ‘non-fossil’ area 
left is renewables - nuclear  
lags far behind. Wind is at over 
170 GW, heading for 200GW,  
solar PV is at 100GW, heading 
for 150GW.  Hydro is around  
                     350GW, with 
                      planned, while  
                     nuclear is only 
                     at 33GW, though 
growing. But so are renewables 

and they supply ~10x more!  
https://thinkprogress.org/with-millions-of-
jobs-up-for-grabs-china-seizes-clean-tech-
leadership-from-u-s-a37154d02d0 
India too: 91GW 
Wind 29GW, PV 10GW 
at end of 2016, more since  
 

Wind power spreads across the EU 
Map: https://setis.ec.europa.eu/related-jrc-activities/jrc-setis-
reports/emhires-dataset-part-i-wind-power-generation>      
PV solar too at over 100GW, chasing wind at 
around 160GW, though its output is of course 
less, given PV’s lower load factor. Wind now 
supplies over 10% of EU power, PV about 3%. 
Overall renewables, including hydro & biomass, 
are supplying about 17% of EU energy, heading 
for 20% by 2020. Sweden leads at over 50%. In 
terms of electricity, Scotland leads at over 60%.   
 

Japan 
100GW 
 PV 45GW 

China- 
renewables 
supply 25% 
of its power 
from 

…this chart is for all energy and 
is rendered in terms of primary 
energy inputs. That’s fine for 
reflecting CO2, but ignores the 
huge (50-60%+) thermal energy 
conversion losses in fossil plants. 

Wind sites 

 

50MW 
Panda 
solar  
array 
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UK  100% renewables is not so silly              34 GW and rising 
The UK has the best wind regime in the EU and a huge offshore wind, wave & tidal resource 
So it’s not surprising that it could in theory get nearly all its energy from renewables. 
That’s one conclusion of the extensive modelling, with hourly balancing, carried out by 
Lappeenranta University of Technology in Finland, as part of its ambitious global study  
of renewable potentials. Its EU part: www.researchgate.net/publication/313403782_A_low-
cost_Power_System_for_Europe_based_on_Renewable_Electricity 
The Energy Matters had a go at denting it, but found the going hard: LUT did push most 
things to the max, relying on some spectacular incremental improvements (& taller wind turbines), 
but it was just about credible: http://euanmearns.com/the-lappeenranta-internet-of-energy-in-europe/ 

 
 

In the UK case (above) with >100 GW of wind, there would be occasional need for imports 
and/or inputs from storage, but the latter could use the big excess produced from wind at times. 

 
So EM’s Euan Mearns fell back on argument like this: ‘Parts of Scotland are already despoiled 
by the deployment of wind turbines and I do not want to see this environmental vandalism 
spread’. Seems that some of the opposition has had to abandon technical & economic arguments. 
And with offshore wind getting cheaper by the day, the land-use argument may carry less weight.  
  

UK Electricity Generation Costs  BEIS  
Levelised Cost estimates for projects starting in 2025  
Technology-specific Hurdle Rates, Sensitivities, £/MWh  
Nuclear PWR - FOAK                                            95 
Coal - ASC with oxy comb. CCS - FOAK            136 
CCGT with post comb. CCS - FOAK                   110 
Coal - IGCC with CCS - FOAK                            148    
CCGT H Class                                                         82 
OCGT 600MW (500hrs)                                        189 
Offshore wind  Round 3                                         100  
Large Scale Solar PV                                               63        
Onshore  wind  >5MW UK                                      61    
 

What next globally? Some bits of global future 
speculation: www.stratfor.com/sample/weekly/imagining-world-
after-fossil-fuels Too few skilled green energy staff: 
www.edie.net/news/10/Survey--Renewables-workforce-concerned-
about-future-skills-shortage but renewables are seeing off the  
rest: https://theconversation.com/are-solar-and-wind-really-killing-coal-nuclear-and-grid-reliability-76741 

Africa  38GW 
Africa’s total renewable generation 
capacity in 2016 was just over 38GW. 
Ethiopia is in the lead, ahead of South 
Africa, both now with over 4GW, both 
beating long time leader Egypt at 3.7 
GW. Congo DR is next, followed by 
Zambia, Morocco, Mozambique, 
Nigeria, Kenya, all with over 2GW. 
Sudan & Ghana are next, under 2GW. 
www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publicatio
ns/IRENA_RE_Capacity_Statistics_2017.pdf 
There’s a book on this planned by 
Terry Cook & Dave Elliott Palgrave.  
 

Wind 
15GW   
PV 
12GW  
in 2016 

Frack or not www.resilience.org/stories/2017-05-
25/whitehalls-fracking-science-failure/  UK view 
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The way ahead: IRENA’s 2050 mix Innovation options  

 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/IRENA_Energy_Transition_Innovation_2017.pdf 

IRENA says that 
‘one-third of the 
abatement potential 
by 2050 would come 
from four of the 110 
technology options: 
wind power, solar 
PV, electric vehicles 
for passenger 
transport and saving 
the carbon stored 
during plastics 
production in the 
chemical industry’. 
It sees biomass as 
still ‘a big part of 
the renewable 
energy solutions, 
particularly for 
challenging sectors 
like transport and 
industry... But 
feedstock costs and 
logistics continue to 
be major 

challenges’.  

IRENA says R&D is still important, but wider industrial & system innovation is vital: ‘90% of the 
abatement potential would come from 33 of the technology options… in power, transport, buildings 
heating & cooling, and in industry, notably from the energy-intensive sectors of iron & steel, and 
chemical & cement production’. But while energy efficiency improvements are essential, ‘one 
quarter of the potential incremental energy intensity improvements can be attributed to the 
accelerated deployment of renewable energy’, with cost reduction being a key area for innovation.  

It identifies a number 
of technologies that 
need further effort: 
such as inter-seasonal 
storage, advanced 
batteries & vehicle to 
grid systems, Power-
to-Gas conversion, 
smart grids and super 
grids. It also looks to 
the development of 
advanced biofuels & 
biochemicals and 
biomaterials and to 
solar cooling for 
developing countries 
especially. And it 
wants more attention 
to be given to new 
marine propulsion 
ideas. BECCS also 
gets a plug.                                                                                            
It says some well 

Global 
mix 

Choices 
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2. Wind power heading past 500 GW  New Tech roundup 
Giant wind turbines are now emerging, including a 9 MW monster for offshore use: 
www.sciencealert.com/monster-wind-turbine-sets-a-new-record-for-energy-output 
See the Daily Mails pics: www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-
4342966/Wind-turbine-world-s-biggest-722-feet.html 15 GW next?  See later. 
And novel floating offshore systems are also emerging, like 
this twin unit right, 10 MW rated in all, from Swedish company 
Hexicon, to be tested 5 miles off Dounreay next year: 
www.offshorewind.biz/tag/dounreay-tri/ And some say hydraulic 
turbine drives could feed a single central generator hub: 
http://maritime-executive.com/article/researcher-shows-hydraulic-wind-farm-

is-feasible There may also be a role for 
very novel designs. Tunisian company Tyer 
Wind has developed a flapping wing design 
(left) inspired by hovering humming-birds. It 
has dual oscillating carbon fiber blades, 5.25 
feet long with 11.7 ft. sweep. It would be 
less noisy and safer for migrating birds. 

Visually, the turbines are less noticeable & allow a denser wind farm 
layout. But there are power conversion efficiency and cost issues: 
www.greenoptimistic.com/hummingbird-wind-turbine-20170202/ - .WJUvC_IWMfI 
Mini-wind tries again with a new type of small wind 
mill for home energy use. 15 or so years ago, before solar PV became 
affordable, small wind turbines fixed to house roofs & chimneys were sometimes seen as a way 
to cut emissions and household bills, but the turbines frequently vibrated and were unacceptably 
noisy, while wind in urban areas was often too low & turbulent for efficient use. Though 940,000 
small turbines were in use around the world by the end of 2014, they were seen as generally 
uneconomic. But now, partly as a result of an EC-funded small wind energy project (SWIP), with 
new materials & blade designs, its claimed that output can be increased by 20% and weight cut by 
50% - a key issue for domestic roof mounting. We’ll reserve judgment until some have been used 
widely, but won’t the efficiency still be low? 
http://climatenewsnetwork.net/wind-turbines-head-homes/ 

Lamp-post mini-wind turbines 
www.independent.co.uk/environment/wind-turbines-millions-
lampposts-ntv-own-energy-renewable-energy-electricity-a7567001.html 

Low noise wind An Owl wing inspired design:  
https://phys.org/news/2016-11-owl-inspired-wing-turbine-noise-decibels.html 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Wind Curtailment  

It’s wasteful. Better grids and storage can cut it - but it’s not always bad... wind is cheap after all  
If wind power output exceeds demand, it may be dumped, very wastefully. But UKERC’s review found 
that curtailment can remain ‘at a low level even at very high penetrations of intermittent renewables’. 
UKERC notes that ‘the point at which curtailment becomes significant can vary dramatically, with some 
analyses finding the inflection point to be as low as a 15% penetration and others finding the inflection 
point not being reached until there is over a 75% penetration of variable renewable generation’. Broadly, 
it says ‘the findings for relatively early curtailment are from studies focused on US electricity systems, with 
UK and European analyses suggesting that curtailment levels are very low until over 50% of electricity is 
supplied from variable renewables’.  It adds ‘some level of curtailment may be both economically rational 
& sensible from a system operation perspective - so, in isolation, a degree of curtailment is not necessarily 
an indicator of the unsuitability of any particular form of variable renewable generation’. 
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/government-must-act-urgently-on-power-system-flexibility-to-avoid-costs-escalating.html 

 

 

Flapping 
wind 

Floating 
wind 

Offgrid micro-wind 
http://educateinspirechange.org/n
ature/environment/cost-iphone-
can-now-buy-wind-turbine-can-
power-entire-house-lifetime/ 

Big Wind overall   
>800GW by 2021 
www.renewableenergyworld.co
m/ugc/articles/2017/04/26/gwe
c-annual-market-update-and-
short-term-forecast--more-than-
800-gw-globally-by-2021.html 

500GW 
globally 

 

 

 
Flettner rotors for Ships                            

 

www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/   
mar/14/spinning-sail-reboot-cut-fuel-make-
ocean-tankers-greener 

 

Wind for Tankers 
https://theconversation.com/spinning-sail-
technology-is-poised-to-bring-back-wind-
powered-ships-74872 and 
www.eti.co.uk/news/norsepowers-fuel-efficient-
technology-expected-to-save-approximately-10-
in-fuel-consumption-and-associated-emissions-
on-109-647-dwt-product-tanker-vessel 
 

Kite Power - on test now: 
www.kitepowersystems.com/our-
solutions/ There are Scottish trials 
of this high level wind access idea 
 

Flying wind 

 

 
E.ON is on the case too: www.eon.com/en/media/news/press-
releases/2017/4/11/eon-develops-a-demonstration-site-for-airborne-wind-
technology-in-ireland.html ..in Ireland. Also see: www.kitegen.com/en/ 
Alsowww.kitegen.com/en/ 

British Kites get Mail going! Good pictures: 
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4544542/Kites-
power-5-000-British-homes-2020.html Also see p.3 above 
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    Offshore wind spreads across the North Sea & Baltic     

 
 http://iea-retd.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/IEA-RETD-REWind-Offshore-Presentation-slides-March-2017.pdf 
And after: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/09/video-world-s-first-offshore-wind-facility-completely-dismantled.html 

Offshore Wind   

 

Turbine size 
upgrades are 
expected to 
helped to cut 
costs. Dong 
said it expects 
to produce 13 -
15 MW units 
machines in the 
mid 2020s- 
saving on 
tower & grid 
link costs. New 
self erecting 
units arrive too: 
www.energylivene
ws.com/2017/06/1
2/new-tech-could-
cut-offshore-wind-
costs-by-9/ 

In auctions this year, Dong & 
EnWB bid for zero subsidy for 
some projects to start in 2025- 
based on assumed price falls. Even 
with a more costly project also 
included in the auction, the average 
extra cost was only €4.4/ MWh 

over the market price. 

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201
7-04-20/gigantic-wind-turbines-signal-
era-of-subsidy-free-green-power 

Dogger Bank Island hub 
 

  
 

www.independent.co.uk/environment/artificial-
north-sea-island-energinetdk-tennet-dogger-
bank-danish-dutch-german-firms-bid-wind-
farms-a7622371.html 

Cumulative 
totals www.iea-retd.org 

...going to 120GW 
globally by 2032 

Wind 
Hub 
on 

man 
made  
isle… 
land  

New twin idea 
Two contrarotating 
turbines with one 
blade also set vertical 
when the other is 

horizontal, in a 15 
MW German design  
www.windpowermonthly
.com/article/1434240/twi
n-rotors-bring-15mw-
offshore-turbine-closer … 
 

 

Europe dominates so 
far, led by the UK, but 
China and others 
may soon overtake   

2 blades 
best?  
 

They look 
ungainly, 
switching 
vertical to 
horizontal, 
but offshore 
who will see 
them? 
Though the 
asymmetric 
axle stresses 
are larger… 
larger.  

 
SEAwind  2-bladed design 
www.linkedin.com/pulse/two-bladed-
offshore-turbines-could-cut-cost-
energy-50-jakubowski 30% less blade 
material than 3 blades!  
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3. Solar power  accelerating world wide, with clever new applications 
1000 km Solar road:http://inhabitat.com/france-to-pave-1000-kilometers-of-
road-with-solar-panels/ The Wattway concept: www.wattwaybycolas.com/en/ 
Smart flower folding/tracking PV petal system: www.smartflower.com/ 
PV window: www.nbcnews.com/mach/tech/these-transparent-solar-power-generating-windows-are-world-s-first-ncna780206 
And back at the lab, a Lloyd’s Register review noted that ‘a major area of focus for researchers 
at the vanguard of solar cell development is extending the durability of perovskites. A compound 
of these new solar cells can be painted or sprayed on to surfaces, and is thinner and cheaper to 
manufacture than silicon crystals (which are widely used in the PV cells currently on the market). 
Meanwhile, a different technology, which uses a photothermal process - which enables not only 
light but also heat from the sun to be captured and converted into electricity - is also edging 
closer to commercialisation. MIT published a groundbreaking study in 2016 proving that solar 
thermophotovoltaics (STPVs) could beat the traditional maximum efficiency of solar cells (which 
is slightly over 30%). This makes it theoretically possible for a given area of panels to supply 
twice as much power as they do currently. Clearly, innovation will reshape how we think about 
the effectiveness of solar in the years ahead’: www.lr.org/en/low-carbon-power/technology-radar.aspx 

Solar Squared PV building block for houses: www.exeter.ac.uk/business/expertise/aedm/engineering/solar/ 
See through PV www.sciencealert.com/transparent-solar-cells-satisfy-40-of-american-power-needs-see-through-light 

Oversizing PV: increasing the PV cell to invertor ratio     
In recent years, photovoltaic system design philosophy has shifted. As cost fell, designers have  
started to oversize arrays to get system level benefits. Rather than focusing on individual cell  
production efficiency and maximum output, designers have been aiming for maximum financial  
efficiency at the system level. In many cases, within a certain limit, the incremental cost of 
increasing PV array capacity is small compared to the value of the energy production gains. This  
enables system designers to capitalize on higher DC load ratios despite the potential for PV power  
generation to exceed inverter capacity during peak hours & associated clipping losses. Oversizing 
becomes even more attractive when considering the value of daytime energy, as is indicated in the  
Time-Of-Use (TOU) energy rates. System developers are more interested in increasing DC load  
ratios when the value for the produced energy is high or when energy generated on a fixed period  
or daytime is subject to preferential on-peak pricing: increasing the DC load ratios enables designers  
to deliver more high-value electricity. To capitalize on energy values, designers oversize the dc-to 
-ac ratio, so the inverters run at full power when energy is the most valuable. 
Source: www.greentechmedia.com who organised a webinar on this with ABB. 
Synchronous PV inverter Smart inverter for frequency stability:  
http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/renewables/can-smarter-solar-inverters-save-the-gri 
PV fire safety: www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-incidents-involving-solar-panels 
 

 Solar Balancing  Sunshine Time of Use (ToU) tariff for DSR  
The Sunshine project aimed to promote domestic demand side response (DSR) to  
variable output from a solar farm, but the results were mixed, suggesting homeowners 
could not shift enough demand to offset the need for grid upgrades. The trial, which 
ran from April to Sept 2016, offered participants a smart meter & a reduced tariff rate  
of 5p/kWh between 10am-4pm compared to 18p/kWh for the remaining hours. These  
‘Sunshine hours’ were chosen as being closest to the income received via the solar 
feed-in tariff, so creating a greater sense of connection between the customer and the 
solar farm. The joint project between Western Power Distribution (WPD), Wadebridge Renewable Energy 
Network, Tempus Energy and Regen SW showed that those on the Sunshine Tariff on average shifted 10% 
of their demand compared to the control group. It was found that, in order to offset the generation from a 
250 kW solar farm, approx. 650 Sunshine Tariff customers would be required, around 20% of the homes in 
Wadebridge where the trial was held. Households using automation technology were able to shift 13% of 
their consumption into the 10am - 4pm period compared to 5% for those without automation, suggesting 
just 360 Sunshine Tariff customers would be required to offset generation from the same size solar farm. 
While this shows the potential of automated control technology in shifting electricity consumption to the 
middle of the day, the project also showed that domestic DSR is only able to shift limited demand. 
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/sunshine_tariff_shows_domestic_dsr_is_not_viable_under_current_market_condi 
This might be more successful: www.edie.net/news/6/Innovative-battery-storage-system-links-solar-park-to-the-grid/ 

13MW PV array with 
52MWh Tesla battery  
 

www.theverge.com/2017/3/
8/14854858/tesla-solar-
hawaii-kauai-kiuc-
powerpack-battery-generator 

Global PV-  
over 300GW 
 

There’s a 1.5 MW 
solar farm in the 
Chernobyl exclusion 
zone, with plans for 
expansion to 2.5GW! 
http://learningenglish.voan
ews.com/a/solar-plant-
chernobyl-nuclear-
site/3828303.html 
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PV ‘beats CSP’                         
Focused solar Concentrated Solar  
Power in high insolation desert areas  
may sometimes win against PV for 
bulk power generation as it can be 
linked to molten salt heat stores, enabling power 
generation to continue at night. In 2016 there was 
4.9 GW of CSP in use globally, 2.3 GW in Spain, 
1.8 GW the US, the rest in N. Africa /Middle East 
(0.5 GW) and Asia (0.2 GW). Only some as yet 
have heat storage and many are hybrid solar-gas 
plants, with some natural gas firing. As steam 
based systems, they need cooling and water is not 
usually available in the desert areas, unless they are 
near the sea. Air cooling is possible, but less 
efficient. And there have been some operational 
problems. See this Energy Matters critique of US 
projects: http://euanmearns.com/concentrated-solar-power-in-the-
usa-a-performance-review/ While overall it looks like PV, 
especially focused CPV in deserts, wins out, that 
too needs cooling, since PV efficiency falls off with 
temperature. Hybrid focused PVT co-gen might be 
a good idea - the heat take-up cooling the PV. 
Spray on PV With Perovskite solar films: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/04/will-we-soon-be-
able-to-spray-on-solar-pv.html for just about any surface. 
To make hydrogen too: https://pionic.org/new-solar-paint-
transforms-your-house-into-a-source-of-clean-energy 
www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/solar-paint-clean-energy/        

Solar CIGS window/shade  
http://sunpartnertechnologies.com/vitrage-intelligent/  

PV keeps getting cheaper  
Big price falls in IEA’s WEO: more since.  

They’ve continued since.   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Geothermal Energy A huge so far mostly untapped option but already big in the US (3.6 GW) 
followed by the Philippines and Indonesia. In all there’s 12.6 GW of geothermal power generation globally, 
but we’ve hardly scratched the surface - literally: www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4397728/Iceland-magma-
drilling-project-revive-giant-UK-power-cable-link.html Geothermal magma power is a long shot, but, one day: 
www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/may/19/british-energy-iceland-volcano-geothermal-power Meanwhile there are 
many more conventional projects underway: www.renewableenergyworld.com/geothermal-energy/tech.html/ 

PV land-use conflicts                                       

© albertogagna (istockphoto.com)                         
 

In Japan, solar PV panels are mounted above 
ground and arranged at intervals to allow 
enough sunlight for photosynthesis and space 
for agricultural machinery. In 2013, Japan’s 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
approved the installation of solar PV systems 
on crop-producing farms, which had been 
previously prohibited under the Agricultural 
Land Act. Farmers are required to report their 
annual area under crop cultivation and, if it 
falls below 80%, they must remove the	PV: 
www.eea.europa.eu/publications/renewable-energy-in-
europe-2017  and  http://www.i-
sis.org.uk/Japanese_Farmers_Producing_Crops_ 
and_Solar_Energy.php   
 

 

Solar Heat 
There’s > 456 GW 
(th) in use globally- 
more than PV. Yet 
often forgotten. As 
well as providing 
home & commercial  
heating, it can run air 
con  absorption 
chillers, while big 
arrays can feed heat 
stores and district 
heating networks :  
www.epa.gov/rhc/solar-
heating-and-cooling-
technologies 

One to watch: PVT solari 

CHP: www.nakedenergy.co.uk 
 

www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/04/national
-lab-recaptures-record-for-solar-hydrogen-production.html 

US PV on old strip 
mine sites- not easy! 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/
articles/2017/05/solar-on-former-
strip-mines-it-s-not-as-simple-as-
it-sounds.html 
 

PVH 
@16%% 

Tesla roof:www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-05-
11/tesla-s-solar-roof-sets-musk-s-grand-unification-into-motion 
 

Solar aid  A simple PV 
light - and powerful rhetoric:  
www.jeremyleggett.net/2017/06/tr
umps-attempt-to-pull-the-usa-out-
of-the-paris-agreement-a-
personal-reaction-from-solaraid/ 
 

Paris seeks the sun 
www.archdaily.com/872776/photograp
hed-shigeru-ban-and-jean-de-gastines-
solar-powered-seine-musicale 
 

PV Cost 

‘Solar Switch’ Goodall’s book review: 
http://www.resurgence.org/magazine/article4888-a-shiny-green-future.html 

PV@ 35% 
efficiency  
 

http://insights.globals
pec.com/article/6342/
u-s-swiss-
researchers-break-35-
percent-pv-cell-
efficiency 
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4.  Marine Renewables  

Tidal stream turbines 
Tidal stream turbines are doing quite well,  
with big new project underway and new designs on test.  
  

 
 

Blackrock version of Tidal Stream’s 
‘Triton’ design, for test in Canada: 
www.blackrocktidalpower.com/technology/ 
A clever two-way tidal turbine  
with a rotating turret: http://tidetec.com 
ETI review www.maritimejournal.com/news101/marine-renewable-energy/eti-marine-energy-report 
Global research issues review: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032115016676 
UK Some hope wave and tidal costs can 
be cut to £150-200/MWh by 2020. The UK 
is in the forefront, with the Meygen tidal  
stream project in Pentland Firth leading  
the way, eventually to 398 MW. And the  
Swansea lagoon could open up a new path. 
 

EU Ocean power Forum/road map  
‘Under favourable regulatory and economic conditions, 
ocean energy could meet 10%

 

of EU power demand by 2050’, with 100 GW deployed,  
producing ~ 350 TWh. It says 45% of wave & 50% of tidal companies are EU based  
and ‘ocean energy deployment will reach a cumulative capacity of 850 MW by 2020’,  
but that ‘will require further investment to be unlocked’. It’s hopeful for wave projects  
like the 3 MW Wello in the EU Horizon R&D programme. It also sees promise for  
OTEC (20 MW by 2020) and Salinity gradient systems (50 MW) in warmer seas:  
http://oceanenergy-europe.eu/  
 

World The International Energy Agency’s 2050 global vision included a goal 
of installing 337 GW of marine energy globally, creating 1.2 million jobs: 
www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/EnergyTechnologyInitiatives_2013.pdf 
 

Osmotic power Norway looked at using the pressure created by membrane osmosis between 
tanks of water with different salinity for power generation but decided, after tests, that it was too expensive. 
There is however a Dutch Blue Energy project using fresh and sea water: www.theafsluitdijk.com/projecten/blue-
energy/wat-is-het/ And Denmark is looking to use osmosis in conjunction with geothermal plants- geothermal 
water has high salinity: https://stateofgreen.com/en/profiles/state-of-green/news/salt-power-to-produce-co2-neutral-electricity 

Hydro the big water one 1.2 TW globally and still growing, large & small - Brazil added 
4G W this year. Pumped hydro helps with grid balancing: www.hydroworld.com/industry-news/pumped-
storage-hydro.html But big hydro has eco-issues & risks, so is opposed by many greens - small local 
hydro units less so, & they can add up:  http://blog.environmentalresearchweb.org/2017/10/21/hydro-power-good-or-bad/ 

Wave energy  
Wave energy has not done so well in 
recent years, with some UK company 
failures- Pelamis and Oyster died: 
www.envirotech-online.com/news/business-
news/44/breaking-news/what-is-the-problem-
with-wave-power/41473 But Scotland is 
pressing ahead with R&D e.g. on the 
clever Quantor hydraulic system: 
www.artemisip.com/edinburgh-technology-duo-
secure-2-5-million-turn-wave-power-electricity/ 
And on the 1MW Wello Penguin, at 
EMEC:ihttp://tidalenergytoday.com/2017/04/07/
penguin-wave-device-powers-uk-grid/ 
Seatricity is still doing tests, using the 
Cornish wave hub: http://seatricity.com 
And Falmouths FaBtest site is busy: 
http://tidalenergytoday.com/2017/04/11/fabtest-
renews-the-crown-estate-lease/ On 
Ecotrcity’s Seariser pump see: 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S111001681
6301363 There’s progress elsewhere too 
e.g. in Norway and also Australia: 
http://tidalenergytoday.com/2017/05/11/wave-
swell-plans-wave-device-deployment-off-tasmania/ 
 

1GW of 
tidal range 
& stream 
soon…  
 

 

Wave and tidal stream 
137MW soon in the EU 
- EU Ocean Power Forum 2016   

Tidal Kite  
Minesto’s Hub 
plan- 80MW: 
www.bbc.co.uk/news
/uk-wales-north-
west-wales-38917697 
 

 

River power 
  

 
Savonius cross-flow 
rotor for energy 
capture from slow 
water flows: 
http://waterotor.com 

Scotrenewable’s 
big 2MW SR2000 
floating tidal turbine is 
on test at EMEC: 
www.scotrenewables.c
om/technology-
development/sr2000

 Tidal lagoons Though costly to 
build, they last a long time.  A new idea- use 
Roman concrete, which may last even longer:  
 

www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38609512 
   Irish sea 

www.scienced
irect.com/scie
nce/article/pii/
S0960148117
303336 

S Korea 
Atlantis+ 
Hyundai 
have a 
100MW 
tidal plan.  
project  

Blackrock 
 

InTER test 
http://renews.
biz/108674/u
k-backs-
floating-tidal-
demo/ 
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5. Biomass It’s been harried by critics worried about eco impacts   110 GW globally 

Though not all bioenergy sources are bad: www.linkedin.com/pulse/biomass-carbon-climate-disaster-will-rolls 
But certainly there can be problems. Planting large areas to grow biofuels for vehicles especially. 
Using forest products for energy can also be problematic: illicit round wood use for wood pellets 
to fuel large combustion plants is a key concern of critics like Biofuelwatch. The official view is 
that it shouldn’t happen in a properly regulated regime, but it may in some cases: 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/life-cycle-impacts-of-biomass-electricity-in-2020 
That may be a reason to be suspicious of the likely results of market pressures. Another concern 
is poorly burnt wood in domestic projects - leading to toxic emissions & poor air quality. The 
regulations are not always policed properly. They should be. The global biomass resource is 
huge: not all of it can be used, but with what we do use, it must be done right. Technology can 
help with cleaner burning & emission control and also to improve the economics - so there is less 
pressure to burn anything that comes to hand. And shifting to CHP plants is vital to get more value  
& flexibility from combustion, ideally using waste AD biogas, not wood!  
*A graphic rendition of the case for biomass:  www.supergen-bioenergy.net/comic/ 
Biomass with 2 MW/1 MWh batteries in Finland  
You’d think that since biomass is a storable fuel it wouldn’t make sense  
to burn it and then store the electricity produced, but that’s being done in  
Fortum’s Batcave unit, with a 23 MW biomass-fired CHP plant, since it  
may offer more grid balancing flexibility - e.g. faster frequency support. 
www.biomassmagazine.com/articles/14234/fortum-installs-biggest-battery-in-nordics-at-biomass-power-plant 
  

Waste burning The production of waste should be reduced in the first place and as much 
useful stuff recycled as possible, but what’s left can be burnt to recover its energy content. However, 
not everyone trusts mass waste combustion and even gasification & pyrolysis technologies can have 
problems: http://ukwin.org.uk/2016/11/02/ukwin-publishes-briefing-on-gasification-failures/ This looks better: 
https://waste-management-world.com/a/eti-backed-1-5-mw-waste-gasification-plant-underway-in-west-midlands Food 
& farm wastes are maybe best fed to local digesters to make biogas for multiple possible uses. 
Landfill sites can also do that if properly caped/sealed - it’s slow AD. But for most things 
recycling/reuse in the first step: www.independent.co.uk/environment/sweden-s-recycling-is-so-revolutionary-the-country-
has-run-out-of-rubbish-a7462976.html 

6. Green heat Solar is fine for heating, but unless you have storage, it isn’t always 
available. Whereas grid electricity can be- to run heat pumps. Air source units are easier to install 
& cheaper than ground source units, though less efficient, e.g. in winter when the temperature 
difference is lower. There can also be problems with icing up.  www.sanden-es.com/home/thermal_comfort   
and www.sanden-es.com/upload/espace/1/pj/35_1425_2014SANDENAquaeco2brochure.pdf 
Though, if it is available, green gas (biogas or P2G syngas) is probably better - it can be stored 
and distributed via the existing gas main and then used in conventional high efficiency domestic 
boilers. Using it to make electricity in a fuel cell is an option, but that’s probably best done on a 
large scale, in CHP mode, feeding power to the grid and heat to district heat networks with heat 
stores. Solar heat can also be fed in, as can heat made from surplus wind or PV output. But heat 
grids and heat prices will need proper management: 
www.theguardian.com/money/2017/feb/05/district-heating-fuel-bill-regulation 

District heating - with large heat pumps 
Better than home heat pumps, they can even use the sea as a heat source: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4MGDkZmr0A and www.tinyurl.com/BBC-Jan-hp Also www.neatpumps.com 
And if installing district heating sounds costly and invasive then its interesting to note that it took 
the UK 10 years to convert from town gas to natural gas at a cost of about £16-24 bn, in 2017£s. 
…or by gas pipe with hydrogen produced with green power  
Green power-to-gas conversion, using electrolysis, and then piping hydrogen to users might be 
greener than using natural gas for heating, or even converting it to hydrogen and adding CCS, but 
Energy Matters says its all hopelessly inefficient/uneconomic and, for now, they might be right: 
http://euanmearns.com/the-hydrogen-economy-more-green-mythology/ But P2G is getting cheaper… see p3 
Induction heating www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/02/microgrids-for-clean-cooking-and-internet.html 

Distributed heat 
stores and heat nets: 
www.heatweb.co.uk/w/inde
x.php?title=Schematics 

Algae- pros and consi- 
http://bellona.org/publicatio
n/opportunities-and-risks-of-
seaweed-biofuels-in-
aviation and 
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/a
lgal-biofuel-production-
neither-environmentally-
085654266.html 
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7. Energy storage & grid balancing  
Energy storage moves up the agenda, with, by end 2016, large markets building: 
www.utilitydive.com/news/with-big-gains-in-the-q3-energy-storage-market-set-to-finish-strong-in-
201/432211/ and continuing through 2017, with costs predicted to keep falling: 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/energy-storage-costs-lcos-lazard-lithium-ion-flow-batteries 
Here are some examples of candidates for electricity storage, with promotional  
cases and some reactions: there certainly can be problems e.g. with batteries, 
depending on how they are use and rated: http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/batteries-being-overcompensated-in-
capacity-market/1292042 - .WHguBVOLTIV But batteries of various types are currently popular: 
www.nytimes.com/2017/01/14/business/energy-environment/california-big-batteries-as-power-plants.html and 
www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-renewables-solar-idUSKBN154296 There are many new ideas e.g.: 
www.buffalo.edu/ubnow/stories/2016/11/bodipy-batteries.html and http://newatlas.com/most-transportable-solar-
energy-storage/48596/ Also www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/02/new-hydronium-ion-battery-presents-
opportunity-for-sustainable-grid-scale-storage.html and http://news.stanford.edu/2017/02/07/stanford-engineers-create-
low-cost-battery-storing-renewable-energy/ but Lithium-Ion batteries are the big winner so far:  
www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-future-energy-storage-belongs-lithium-ion-gerard-reid Rivals are ultra capacitors, 
including hybrids: www.linkedin.com/pulse/coming-hybrid-ultracapacitor-lithium-ion-system-what-means-reid 
and flow batteries - standard www.energystorageforum.com/europe/blog/vanadium-flow-batteries-energy-
storage-breakthrough-needed or organic  http://aziz.seas.harvard.edu/electrochemistry and long lasting 
www.seas.harvard.edu/news/2017/02/long-lasting-flow-battery-could-run-for-more-than-decade-with-minimum-
upkeep Also Sodium Sulphur batteries: https://goo.gl/XsJ7cq More exotic is cryogenic liquid air 
storage (LAES): www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-37902773 - share-tools Hydrogen too - e.g. 
from ITMs’ high efficiency (~80%) ‘Power to Gas’ PEM cell: www.itm-power.com/news-item/100mw-
electrolyser-plant-designs-to-be-launched-at-hannover H2 can cross sectors: it’s produced from, and used 
for, steel making www.iea.org/media/workshops/2013/hydrogenroadmap/Session1.3BiratETSEPSteelHydrogen.pdf 
Or for CH4: http://mcphy.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/PR_McPhy_Power-to-Gas_RAG_V7_E_VDEF.pdf 
 

Compressed air (CAES) is another option, but a new idea, now tested in Germany, goes beyond 
caverns and uses large hollow concrete spheres mounted on the seabed, with excess power from 
wind turbines used to pump water out of them. When power is needed, water is allowed back in, 
and it will be at high pressure, given the deep water siting, driving a separate turbine generator: 
www.bine.info/nc/en/newsoverview/news/betonkugel-im-meer-speichert-erfolgreich-strom/ On a smaller scale: 
www.lightsail.com Then there’s mechanical energy storage systems like flywheels: e.g. 
http://stornetic.com/assets/downloads/stornetic_general_presentation.pdf   Finally, what about using hot salt & 
antifreeze! www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-31/alphabet-wants-to-fix-renewable-energy-s-storage-problem-with-salt 
The viability of these various options depends on whether we are looking for short-term or long-
term balancing of variable renewables. Batteries and capacitors may be fine for the former 
(minutes or a few hours), but not for the later (days or weeks). CAES, LAES and hydrogen are 
better. Well established pumped hydro reservoir storage too, but as with CAES, sites are limited: 
http://euanmearns.com/the-bingham-canyon-pumped-hydro-project-by-far-the-worlds-largest-but-still-much-too-small/ 
And in this comparison of all the long-term storage options, Power to Gas wins: 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10098-016-1250-8 So be a bit wary of hard sells like this:  
www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2017-09-13/the-way-humans-get-electricity-is-about-to-change-video                     
All this so far is about storing electricity once produced. The cheapest storage medium is fuel 
before it’s used to produce power e.g. gas. Or, arguably, heat that is produced with it, and many 
end-uses need heat not power, with renewables able to supply it. Power plants and industry also 
have waste heat: http://energypost.eu/hamburg-considers-innovative-heat-storage-scheme/ But that’s another 
story, with different optima and issues e.g. should heat be stored locally near the point of use, or 
can it be sent long distances efficiently? Some say so (20-30 miles), with the trade offs being 
between temperature, pipe diameter and heat flow rates: www.e-pages.dk/dbdh/56/ Big biogas-fired 
CHP is then an option, backed up by big heat stores, offering flexible heat & power outputs. But 
small local stores are also useful. Then again some say we can deal with much of this by working 
on the demand side - with smart grids and dynamic demand management: see below. 
*The nuclear lobby seems to dislike the whole idea of storage: it says it can meet base-load and so 
doesn’t need it. But that fixed base-load supply is only for a small part of demand: most demand is 
variable, rising to peaks, met by a range of plants. So storage may help some of them, renewables 
especially: www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2016/12/defending-the-potential-of-electricity-storage.html 
 

Good overall storage review: https://peterscoll.de/storage-business-cases-many-pitfalls-rare-viability/ 

Free new 
IoP booklet 
on storage by 
Dave Elliott: 
http://iopscien
ce.iop.org/boo
k/978-0-7503-
1531-9 
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Smart Power Networking   
Smart power is all about balancing grid supply & demand 
to avoid shortfalls & oversupply and reduce costs. Storage 
is part of that (see above), but there are also other options. 
For example, UK Power Networks is to develop a smart, 
flexible system to help keep costs down for consumers by 
managing networks in a new way. It’s moving from a 
Distribution Network Owner (DNO) role to become a 
Distribution System Operator (DSO). So instead of just 
managing the power flow in and out of businesses and 
homes, it will also manage a system of separate distributed 
generation (DG) networks. In response to a call from BEIS 
& Ofgen, UKPN has set out plans to ensure it can keep 
delivering reliable and affordable power for more than 8 
million properties in the East, SE and London. It has 
already connected around 8.5GW of renewable DG: 
www.energylivenews.com/2017/01/26/uk-power-networks-lays-out-new-energy-plan/ 
Hydrogen micro grid AFC to use local biomethane for a 
1-1.5 MW fuel cell system: https://renewablesnow.com/news/afc-
energy-starts-work-on-hydrogen-micro-grid-project-in-uk-577532/ 
Heat grid  Pipe-size warning - don’t oversize:  
www.decentralized-energy.com/articles/2017/07/bosch-chief-warns-on-oversizing-heat-networks.html 

Pumped Hydro storage synergies with renewables 
Significant potential exists for pumped storage hydro to meet grid flexibility  
needs and support greater grid integration of renewables such as PV and wind.  
There are potential synergies between pumped storage hydro sites and optimum 
locations for wind and solar resources. An REW report looks at some projects  
already underway that demonstrate the benefits of pairing these technologies. 
 

www.renewableenergyworld.com/special-reports/exploring-synergies-between-pumped-storage-hydro-and-renewables.html 

Super-capacitors not quite so super - but still useful  
They’re sometimes overhyped but they can offer help with storage, e.g. Duke  
Energy is using Maxwell supercapacitors to support Aquion Energy’s large- 
scale batteries for a demonstration Hybrid Energy Storage System in North  
Carolina. It will be able to respond very rapidly to sudden but short-lived  
changes in input from a nearby solar array e.g. due to the passage of clouds.  
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/impossibly-high-hopes-for-supercapacitors 
 
 

Inertia & rotational frequency stabilization 
Power engineers worry that as renewables replace old coal and nuclear plants, we’ll  
loose synchronous system stability since the latter had large heavy rotating turbo- 
generators which provided system inertia against perturbations to frequency. PV  
offers none, wind turbines not much, though direct drive machines can provide some.  
There’s talk of adding ‘synthetic inertia’ i.e. frequency support provided by other  
means. But there are debates about whether batteries or other storage systems can do  
this well, or at all. At the very least it will need some fancy smart grid electronics. 
Angular momentum is hard to beat! But big CHP plants have it, so do big flywheels.  

Though not much. Instead, these days, for rotational inertia, use is can be made of  
so called ‘synchronous condensers’, the same basically as the turbo-generator part of  
a power plant but without a power source to maintain rotation, other than from the  
grid. Old power station units can be used in this way. http://orbit.dtu.dk/en/projects/synchronous-
condensers-application-in-low-inertia-systems%28c6c854d7-2e41-4870-9686-7455ef60ee89%29.html 
 

A bit of sense on grid blackouts There is plenty of capacity, it just needs managing: 
www.theguardian.com/business/2017/feb/06/blackouts-what-blackouts-how-national-grid-keeps-the-lights-on  
Australian example: http://reneweconomy.com.au/much-storage-back-high-renewable-grids-need-60710/ 
EU study: https://stateofgreen.com/en/profiles/state-of-green/news/new-publication-smart-distribution-grids-power-europe-s-green-transition-to-green-energy 

Storage losses 
Energy storage systems may cut 
peak power demand by up to 32% in 
the USA, and peak grid power 
injection by up to 42%, but there are 
losses with home battery charging & 
discharging of up to 14%. It’s more 
efficient to use big utility stores:  
www.nature.com/articles/nenergy20171 
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2017/
01/household-solar-storage-increases-
emissions-study-concludes/ and 
https://news.utexas.edu/2017/01/30/storing-
solar-power-increases-energy-use-and-emissions 

Super heat store 
A new molten silicon heat storage 
system can store 500 kWh in a 
70cm cube- 36 times the capacity of 
Tesla’s 14kWh Li Ion Powerwall 2, 
at, its claimed, much lower cost: 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/1414
-degrees-says-it-will-make-lithium-ion-
totally-uneconomic 

A very smart 
grid idea- 
using AI!  
https://theconversati
on.com/why-
artificial-
intelligence-could-
be-key-to-future-
proofing-the-grid-
71775 

CHP Combined 
Heat & Power 
plants can vary the 
ratio of heat to 
power output to 
balance renewables: 
e.g. in Denmark 
they no longer 
produce so much 
power, but are used 
as balancing plants, 
with excess heat 
being stored for 
later use. Storage 
can cost 5p/kWh in 
large heat stores- 
its ~ £50/kWh for 
batteries: www.e-
pages.dk/dbdh/57/html5/12/  
and www.e-
pages.dk/dbdh/57/html5/18/ 
 

Beyond 
batteries 
https://theenergy
st.com/energy-
storage-will-
wipe-out-
battery-storage/ 
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8. Emission fixing and green gas production  
CCU hopes rise  Carbon Capture and Utilisation is the holy grail for CO2 Air Capture 
enthusiasts - arguably much more sensible than CCS underground geo-storage:  www.power-
technology.com/features/featurehas-an-anglo-indian-project-finally-cracked-carbon-capture-5695836/ 
The chemical engineers are certainly having a go at what some call Carbon Dioxide Utilisation 
(CDU) for chemical feed stocks/syn fuel production, and at greening up gas/hydrogen too: 
https://connect.innovateuk.org/documents/15494238/0/Shale+Gas+to+Biomass+2016+Web+020816.pdf/e4211721-
5da2-4743-ae28-666409706c40 Some of the above use biomass feedstock - but that  
can be problematic environmentally, depending on the source.  
H2 Gen Tony Marmont’s latest hydrogen idea uses bubbles & high voltages! 
https://inews.co.uk/essentials/news/science/petrol-thin-air-now-next-invention/ Even more  
exotic, ‘Electro-Hydrogen Generation’ using centrifugal and magnetic force  
and electrolysis! 95% efficiency claimed www.vn-cp.co.uk/vn-cp-projects/vn-hpg-ltd/ 
In Oz: https://electronicsnews.com.au/carbon-free-fuel-discovery-to-make-australia-worlds-leading-renewable-energy-supplier/ 
Japan Coal gasification http://asia.nikkei.com/Tech-Science/Tech/Japanese-technology-squeezes-more-power-out-of-coal 
 

Microwaves for shale gas extraction Yet more CO2 unless it’s captured!  Tech Fixes 
www.americanthinker.com/blog/2016/12/new_technology_better_than_fracking_could_vastly_expand_oil_reserves.html - 
.WEc9f6pzo_4.facebook Cleaner diesels - just add water, to cut NOx. But surely better to move on to 
EVs?  http://primeserv.man.eu/docs/librariesprovider5/primeserv-documents/ham.pdf Steam Reformation of fossil gas is 
the cheapest for hydrogen production and is widely done, but, even with CCS, it can’t beat P2G on CO2 

Getting desperate - more technical fixes 
A report from POST, the Parliamentary Office of Science & Technology, 
looks at Greenhouse gas removal (GGR). It says it may be hard to get to 
net zero emissions in the second half of the century without atmospheric 
GGR and, if successfully developed, some unproven GGR techniques, 
such as Biomass with Carbon Capture & Storage (BECCS), could be used 
earlier to help meet carbon targets. BECCS can be carbon negative. So 
can some air capture technologies - taking CO2 out of the air directly.  
However, POST says there is the risk of relying on as yet unproven GGR 
techniques to meet future carbon targets. Uncertainties include scalability, 
effects on land use, financial viability & social acceptability - e.g. BECCS 
means more land to grow biomass. Surely revised farming practices would 
be easier - e.g. a ‘no till’ approach to enhance GHG absorption/retention. 

But also go harder on renewables/efficiency - deal with the issue at source.  
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/POST-PN-0549 
 

9.Climate  

   Policy  

 
Jose Mareno 

 

But some want to halt it all: http://clexit.net/  and www.thegwpf.com/top-think-tanks-call-for-reset-of-uk-energy-policy/ 

IKEA’s Fuel cell 
www.bloomenergy.c
om/newsroom/press-
release-01-12-17/ 

..but maybe not this  

   

 
 

http://themindunleashed.com/20
17/02/asias-first-ever-vertical-
forest-will-produce-132-
pounds-oxygen-day.html 

The Paris COP21 agreement is a loose fit, but it’s the best we’ve got. 
Trump and his backers are the main threat to it now, but the best way 
ahead maybe just to get on with deploying renewables to show what can 
be done*. The US can sit it out - at its peril! In fact, renewables may well 
continue to expand in the US, despite Trump, led by commercial market 
pressures - they are becoming cheap. Those pressures may not however 
always win out against concerted resistance from powerful fossil interests 
and the nuclear lobby. Or governments keen to appease populist lobbies: 
www.thegwpf.com/its-all-over-g-20-poised-to-signal-retreat-from-paris-climate-pledge/ 
Higher level global sustainable energy policies & support programmes are 
needed and must be defended.  
But they also have to transcend  
energy supply and power plant  
choices - wasteful energy use  
has to be addressed & reduced  
in all sectors. See next sections.  
 

A gloomy prognosis that seems to down 
play the potential of renewables and gets 
us sidetracked into CCS and the like: 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/19/c
at-in-hells-chance-why-losing-battle-keep-global-
warming-2c-climate-change 
This seem to forget the potential of renewables 

* An example of PV 
showing what it can do: 
www.energymatters.com.a
u/renewable-news/solar-
electricity-sa-5935 

NeoPhotosynthesis  
www.eurekalert.org/pub_r
eleases/2017-04/uocf-
siw042517.php 
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10. Transport Some new renewable power applications   
Transport’s a hard sector to deal with. We need a big rethink. But some technical fixes can help:  
Trains Wind www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jan/10/dutch-trains-100-percent-wind-powered-ns 
But see this: http://euanmearns.com/do-the-netherlands-trains-really-run-on-100-wind-power/ 
PV www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/10/solar-panel-research-power-trains-imperial-college-london-1010 
Hydrogen  www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-unveils-zero-emissions-train-only-emits-steam-
lower-saxony-hydrogen-powered-a7391581.html If using hydrogen from wind-to-gas plants it would be 100% green 
Electric vehicles use mains power. While that’s now 25% green in the UK  
& globally, Energy Matters says, in countries with high CO2 power, EV’s 
are no better than petrol/diesel: http://euanmearns.com/co2-intensity-of-electric-cars/ 
Trams: www.metro-magazine.com/blogpost/722658/the-evolution-of-streetcar-technology 
www.climateactionprogramme.org/news/melbourne_trams_to_be_powered_by_solar_energy 
Buses: www.treehugger.com/public-transportation/china-20-new-buses-are-now-electric.html 
with PV charging: www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/oct/08/brighton-solar-powered-buses-electric 
https://cleantechnica.com/2016/02/06/solar-powered-electric-bus-from-uganda/  and www.richardpriestley.co.uk/solar-buses-china/ 
Taxis: http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/beijing-china-replace-67000-gas-guzzling-taxis-electric-cars.html 
Trucks + overhead cables: www.eenewspower.com/news/overhead-power-supply-trucks-could-be-viable-study-says-0 
http://w3.siemens.com/topics/global/en/electromobility/pages/ehighway.aspx Ferries: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39478856 
Wild  idea: https://theconversation.com/wired-up-roads-will-soon-charge-your-electric-car-while-youre-driving-72625 
EVs spread: www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/feb/07/power-to-the-ev-norway-spearheads-europes-electric-vehicle-surge 
Hydrogen fuel for cars: www.edie.net/news/8/Shell-opens-its-first-UK-hydrogen-refuelling-station/ and 
www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2017/04/energy-storage-hydrogen-fuel-cell-cars-creep-up-slowly-on-
electrics.html UKs River Simple: www.edie.net/news/8/Hydrogen-fuel-cell-crowdfunding-scheme-exceeds--1m-target 
But some say H2 has limits as a vehicle fuel: www.windtaskforce.org/profiles/blogs/the-hydrogen-economy 
Methanol or even NH3 may be best! www.linkedin.com/pulse/hydrogen-economy-time-its-different-michael-van-baarle/ 
 

11. Energy saving- vital but not always easy   
 

Perhaps the toughest issue - how to waste less energy. It obviously makes economic  
and environmental sense, but it’s often hard to achieve effectively. But many do try.  
In the UK, Sheffield University has a Big Energy Upgrade project run with Kirklees  
Council aimed at reducing fuel poverty, with a whole house energy saving approach: 
www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.272226!/file/Fuel_Poverty-perspectives_from_the_front_line.pdf 
There are many more initiative like this in all sectors. But there can be problems:  
Problems Exeter University found that LED street lights attract predatory spiders & beetles,  
more so to grassland patches lit by cold, white, energy-efficient LED lighting than to areas with  
standard sodium street lamps. The numbers fell drastically when lights were dimmed by 50%, or  
switched off between midnight and 4am. A tricky safety and eco-trade off… but good to see the  
stars again! www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/green-street-lighting-attracts-pests-and-harms-environment-659w6c8ff 
Smart meters can save energy, but so far in the UK they have been bedeviled with failings: 
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/03/06/smart-energy-meters-giving-readings-seven-times-high-study-finds/ 
 

The same seems to be true of many interventions: it’s often hard to identify which work well.  
POST, the UK Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology said though ‘energy efficiency 
improvements can reduce fuel poverty & greenhouse gas emissions and improve comfort, health, 
wellbeing, energy security and economic productivity… there is insufficient evidence to identify  
which types of policy are most effective’. It noted that, while ‘energy efficiency measures usually offer real-
world energy savings,… often they are lower than predicted. Inaccuracies are attributed to four causes: 
first, poor quality installation; second, incorrect operation; third, components not performing according to 
their design specification; and fourth, ‘rebound effects’. Rebound effects often occur when the potential 
financial savings from energy efficiency improvements lead consumers to increase activity, thus offsetting 
some of the energy savings.’ http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/POST-PN-0550 
Solutions That doesn’t mean we should not try. The draft EU aim is to cut energy demand 
by 30% by 2030. Big power savings have already been made and are possible in the domestic  
sector: https://ideas.repec.org/p/sur/seedps/139.html Japan is doing well with smart tech/consumer info. 
And here’s a US take on seeking efficiency optimals - their pricing systems may make it easier: 
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2017/03/13/what-counts-as-success-in-energy-efficiency-programs/  
Industry is also a key sector, and there are clever ideas emerging their too - see Box.             
Global view www.worldenergy.org/publications/2016/energy-efficiency-a-straight-path-towards-energy-sustainability/ 
There’s all to play for, especially at the systems level, and via behavioural change and peer to peer trading: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/06/european-energy-trading-firms-to-test-blockchain-technology.html 

Battery re-use 
www.ellenmacarthurfoundati
on.org/news/groupe-renault-
renew-their-commitment-to-
the-circular-economy  and 
http://blog.caranddriver.com/
bmw-i3-batteries-to-be-
recycled-for-home-use/  

Smart 
windows  
 

www.idtech
ex.com/rese
arch/reports/
electrically-
active-
smart-glass-
and-
windows-
2018-2028-
000538.asp 

Best: Bikes/feet 
feet!Cycle/walk   

Retro 
bulbs! 
www.teleg
raph.co.uk/
science/20
16/03/12/r
eturn-of-
incandesce
nt-light-
bulbs-as-
mit-makes-
them-
more-
effici/ 

Green  
Paint 
www.energym
anagertoday.c
om/worlds-
sustainable-
paint-plant-
opens-uk-
0171906/ 
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12.  Nuclear Power http://thebulletin.org/global-nuclear-power-database 

It’s certainly been a terrible year for nuclear:  
http://reneweconomy.com.au/nuclear-powers-rapidly-accelerating-crisis-26711/  
But hope rises eternal. See chart below for a view from 
Energy Matters on how UK nuclear CfD costs may fall.  

  
http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-2050-part-4-nuclear-and-renewables-cost-comparisons/ 

A very optimistic projection! As a Transatomic performance estimate proved to be: it claimed its 
molten salt reactor could produce a lot of energy from spent fuel. But that’s now been revised: 

www.technologyreview.com/s/603731/nuclear-energy-startup-transatomic-backtracks-on-key-promises/ 
 

diy 

Waste  
Wait long enough, it will go away: 
https://nuclearstreet.com/nuclear_power_industr
y_news/b/nuclear_power_news/archive/2017/02
/09/geochemist-asks_3a00_-who-needs-yucca-
mt.-anyway_3f00_-020901 - .WJ-bbVd0NUd 
Fukushima’s melted fuel hasn’t:  
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/04/14/asia/japan-
fukushima-robot-stranded/ See Left overs below 
 

Chart left: Assumes ~ 20GW in UK by 
2030, 85GW by 2050, i.e. 4GW to be 
deployed every year between 2030 and 
2050. If Hinkley starts up in 2025, it will 
have taken 30 years to get one new plant.  

See Dave Elliott’s IoP 
book Nuclear Power: 
past, present & future: 
http://bit.ly/2pIIX9Q 
 

Big or small - or neither!   
Michael Shellenberger, from the US Breakthrough Institute, 
says that, to survive, the nuclear industry must standardise on 
one mass-produced design to get economies of scale: 
www.environmentalprogress.org/big-news/2017/2/16/nuclear-must-change-or-die 
A rival view is that this is a dead end in modern liberalised 
markets: innovation is the way forward, with SMRs: 
https://medium.com/third-way/is-nuclear-too-innovative-a14fb4fef41a and 
https://medium.com/third-way/do-we-need-an-airbus-for-nuclear-7f1d2afcea8b  
See Nuclear Monitor 839: www.wiseinternational.org 
Small Modular Reactors certainly are being pushed hard-  
not exactly like the d-i-y kit left… But potential UK sites are 
being discussed. Oddly, one is Trawsfynydd, in Snowdonia, 
adjacent to the old Magnox nuclear plant, which is still being 
decommissioning. Not too convenient for testing out the idea 
of using waste heat for local urban heat networks! www.world-
nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-businesses-plan-for-global-SMR-market-0203177.html 
In the USA the site of the Clinch River breeder plant (project 
cost $8bn), which was never built, is being touted for one.  
China still seems to have money like that to burn.  
It expects to finish work on 5 big plants this year, and to start 
work on 8 more, with another 8 planned. The aim is to double 
its nuclear capacity over the next five years. But even if all 
that happens (there have been delays with its EPR & AP1000 
variants) it would only take it from ~3% of power, as now, to 
~ 6%, compared to over 22% now from renewables. www.world-
nuclear-news.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-plans-for-2017-0203174.html and  
http://nuclearstreet.com/nuclear_power_industry_news/b/nuclear_power_news/archi
ve/2017/03/02/china-maps-out-its-nuclear-future-030202 - .WLwb8ld0NYd 
 

The UK seems to be trying to outdo them on nuclear, aiming 
for 30%! But with Chinese money, and maybe a Chinese plant. 
Down memory lane: http://thebulletin.org/demise-pebble-bed-modular-reactor 
China is having another go at this, so is X-Energy in the USA. Good luck! 
 

Nuclear CHP?   
SMRs may be a problem in cities, 
but some say that larger plants 
could be run in CHP mode, 
feeding heat by pipe to cities, 
even up to 20/30 miles. The pipes 
would be costly- maybe making 
direct local solar heating units, 
with community scale inter-
seasonal heat stores, a better bet. 
Even better- PVT. Solar CHP! 

Left overs- wastes 
www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/9755-
Nuclear-waste-Planning-for-the-next-million-years 
…and Disaster relics:    
..and disaster relics: 
 C

hernobyl Sarcophagus 
seen from

 Pripyat Ludwig 
      

www.allaboutcircuits.com/news/one-way-
journey-for-drones-the-fukushima-incident/ 

Fukushim
a drones die > 

344GW  
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 Last ditch nuclear options  30 years+ www.thegwpf.com/37063/ 

 www.gen-4.org/ 
 

Generation 1 The initial designs included early Pressurised Water-cooled Reactors (PWRs), 
which were the mainstay of Generation II. The Generation III plants now being built are 
upgraded PWRs (EDF’s EPR, Toshiba’s AP1000) and Boiling Water Reactors (Hitachi’s 
ABWR). There have been major delays and cost over-runs. So some look to new Generation IV 
designs, though these are based on early concepts tried out in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, but not 
followed up, with the exception of some fast neutron reactors. 
Fast neutron plutonium breeders Sodium/molten lead cooled 
Most countries (US, UK, France) gave up on them in the 1980s 
and 1990s. Japan has now too. There were many sodium fires.  
High Temperature Reactors (HTR) Helium gas cooled  
As in the UK Dragon project at Winfrith in the1960s. Germany 
& the US also tried. The Pebble bed design is the latest variant.  
Molten salt reactors (MSRs) Molten flouride fuel & cooling 
The US tested some in the 60s and also the use of thorium fuel.  
Some of these might be commercially available in the 2030s.  
All the above have proponents (e.g. Bill Gates is backing the 
Traveling Wave fast reactor), but there are many issues. In a review of Generation IV options, 
the French nuclear agency IRSN said that, at the present stage of development, it did not see any 
evidence that ‘the systems under review are likely to offer a significantly improved level of safety 
compared with Generation III reactors, except perhaps for the High Temperature Reactor’, 
though even that would require ‘significantly limiting unit power’. There is much promotion of 
the Liquid Flouride Thorium Reactor since 
this can in theory breed fissile U233 from 
non-fissile thorium 232, but you need neutron 
sources to start that off - U235 or plutonium 
fission, or a particle accelerator. One fissile 
product, U232, is a strong gamma radiation 
emitter so it is hard to work with. In theory, 
since it’s all done in a molten fuel matrix, it’s 
easier to control & to extract fission waste 

products -  
and there may 
be fewer of them than with uranium systems. But some complex 
plumbing would be involved to pump hot corrosive salts from an 
outer thorium blanket into a central fission core and then, after 
fission, out for heat extraction. And also to collect and process 
waste products. Good luck with that! And with the SMR variants. 
www.the-weinberg-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Thorium-Fuelled-Molten-
Salt-Reactors-Weinberg-Foundation.pdf 
Thorium use also opens up worrying weapons options: 
http://phys.org/news/2012-12-thorium-proliferation-nuclear-wonder-fuel.html And, as 

ever, do be wary of hype: www.powermag.com/blog/molten-salt-reactor-claims-melt-down-under-scrutiny/ 
Gen V? And finally, fusion has many problems: http://thebulletin.org/fusion-reactors-not-what-they’re-cracked-be10699 

SMRs Some of these ideas 
could be reworked to be used 
on the smaller scale- so called 
small modular reactors - 
SMRs. They could be faster to 
build and so possibly easier to 
finance. It might be possible to 
use their waste heat to supply 
heat to urban areas- if residents 
would accept them in/near 
cities: big safety/security issues. 
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Quick 
guide to 
options 
being 
pushed- 
some 
very 
long 
shots:  
+Gen V 
Fusion 
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13. What next?   Lobbying in the ‘post truth’ era 
Renewables have arrived, but that news has not yet got through to most people: the media still 
often treats them as odd, though its getting better. But they are still up against powerful vested 
interest - and their lobbying strength is divided amongst a plethora of groups - see below. There 
are also times when each lobby group promotes its favoured technical options at the expense of 
others, something RUK has recently lamented: http://renews.biz/106193/r-uk-energy-needs-one-voice/ 
Whose who in the renewable trade lobby world: Up against vested interests and contrarians  

UK RenewableUK: www.renewableuk.com/  mainly wind & marine (formerly BWEA) 
Renewable Energy Association: www.r-e-a.net/ mainly solar, biomass, also wind & marine 
British Photovoltaic Association: www.bpva.org.uk/  more academic 
Solar Trade Association: www.solar-trade.org.uk/  more activist! As often is the REA. 
British Hydropower Association: www.british-hydro.org/ Nice tag line: ‘just add water’! 
Biogas- ADBA Anaerobic Digestion & Bioresources Association: http://adbioresources.org/ 
Energy Storage Network: www.electricitystorage.co.uk  PRASEG: MPs http://PRASEG.org.uk 
EU/Global European Wind Energy Association (Now WindEurope): www.ewea.org 
GWEC Global Wind Energy Council: http://gwec.net                   There’s some rivalry  
WWEA World Wind Energy Association: www.wwindea.org/ amongst these! 
EPIA, European Photovoltaic Industry Association: www.epia.org        REN21: Global info: 
Newer- Energy Storage Forum: www.energystorageforum.com/                     http://ren21.net 
Also there’s a new multi-group global Go 100% RE  lobby platform: www.go100re.net/ 
IRENA is an effective global agency: www.irena.org but its up against the IEA and WEC, 
who have mixed loyalties/views, as well as formal nuclear outfits like IAEA and the NEA. 
It’s often left to Greenpeace, WWF, FoE and so on to fill gaps- and they do try. So do we! 
 
 

Here’s a classic bit of pro-nuclear hokum, with just Greenpeace mentioned as having other views: 
www.theweek.co.uk/sponsored/81945/can-the-world-meet-its-climate-change-targets-without-nuclear NGO/lobby groups 
certainly do offer counter views e.g.: www.sgr.org.uk/resources/britain-s-nuclear-addiction But we also 
need more mainstream outfits, and more than just the current international groups like WREN 
www.wrenuk.co.uk WCRE www.wcre.de DALE maybe: http://martinot.info/dale/ 
Absent that we’ll have to make do with the groups above, and the likes of Agora Energiewende, 
spreading the word on the German experience: www.agora-energiewende.de/en/ And in the UK, the 
UKERC, CCC, Carbon Brief, along with Claverton Energy Group - always good at chewing over 
the issues: www.claverton-energy.com And of course Renew/NATTA, trying hard since 1979! 
The actual agenda gets clearer by the day: renewables can and must replace all other supply 
options as fast as possible. But there are tactical debates as to which should lead, and on the role 
of energy efficiency - and storage (as opposed to better and smarter grid links/balancing). 
  

Hexicon floating wind system 
 
 

Political uncertainties abound, but it’s hard to see any future in which renewables won’t grow. 
Renew on Line  is the free bimonthly newsletter produced by NATTA, the UK Network for 
Alternative Technology and Technology Assessment, which was set up in 1976 as an independent 
information service, run by Dave Elliott. This annual review is produced in December each year. 
NATTA’s web site also offers links to other info sources: https://renewnatta.wordpress.com 

Diversity  
is a fine 
principle, 
but a more 
unified front 
would be 
nice! Or else 
the media 
will persist 
in 
portraying it 
as just 
‘oddball’ 
green stuff. 
Whereas it’s 
now really 
serious 
green stuff.  
 

For the UK, offshore wind looks to be the biggest and best bet 
for the near future, especially floating systems (see left), but 
grid management and smart grid systems including storage & 
DSM are vital for balancing. PV can also help. Longer term, 
tidal lagoons & turbines, as with offshore wind, would let the 
UK capitalise on its marine heritage & large offshore resource.  
Globally, wind & PV will continue to be big, while CSP may 
grow in some areas. Biomass too, within limits. Large hydro 
remains contentious for many: small hydro is less so.    


